Expansion Trend Analysis Functions

+

!Space AssuranceExpert

!SAX+

for Db2 z/OS

Real Time Expansion Audit and Management

Eliminates system outages and
allows for continuous business
expansion - thanks to the timesaving real-time monitor that
automatically identifies problems
Monitors 24/7
Thus avoiding physical and logical
problems for OLTP & Batch
Analyses and reports space
-ad hoc
-extract
-orphans and widows
Supports space and capacity
planning
Monitors:
Physically
1. (alerts on) critical limits like LDS,
last PBG partition, NPSIs
2. Alters PBR RPN, or max Partitions
in realtime
3. performs real-time monitoring of
all extents and allocation activity
Logically
1. Sequences and Identities
2. Numeric Primary keys
3. DBAT usage
Zowe open Source GUI
-virtual desktop
-zero client installation

Business Expansion goes hand in hand with more transactions, new
Applications, Big Data etc. They say space infinite - up to a point. The same is
true for Db2!
If you can imagine having infinite disk space and infinite memory, what limits
could there possibly be?
If you think about it you will find limits in different categories:
1.
2.
3.

Through hardware
Through logic
Through design

Db2 for z/OS itself doesn’t come with high watermark warnings-but there is
!Space AssuranceExpert+ (!SAX+)

-browser based graphical interface
(3270-Green Screen also available)

How it works

Comes with !EasyInstall

!SAX+ exploits IFCID Technology (OPx) to perform real-time monitoring of all
Db2 extent activity.
Not only does !SAX+ take care of Linear Dataset checks, but also of efficient
DASD usage and defragmentation.

No SMP/E required

In addition to the IFCID Technology, !SAX+ also processes: Sequences,
DOCIDs, Identity Columns, Numeric Primary key Checks, DDF DBAT (=+)
Checking and Altering of PBR/RPN DSSIZE, Checking and Altering of
MAXPARTITIONS, and Usage Statistics.
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Expansion Trend Analysis Functions

!SAX+ comes with a full package of batch and online reporting capabilities for
any space related item (individual objects, group of objects, storage groups,
volumes, full subsystems, … - you name it) for accounting and trending.
ODBC based Excel integration can be used for graphically oriented reporting.
Visit our SAX pages: https:www.seg.de/sax or https:www.segus.com/sax
Ask for a free trial: info@seg.de
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